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We discuss the possibility of realizing a non-Hermitian, i.e., an open two-well system of ultracold atoms by
enclosing it within additional time-dependent wells that serve as particle reservoirs. With the appropriate design
of the additional wells, PT -symmetric currents can be induced to and from the inner wells, which support stable
solutions. We show that interaction in the mean-field limit does not destroy this property. As a first method we
use a simplified variational ansatz leading to a discrete nonlinear Schrödinger equation. A more accurate and
more general variational ansatz is then used to confirm the results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first realization of PT -symmetric gain and
loss in optical waveguides [1] much effort has been made
to realize analogous systems in various fields of physics,
e.g., lasers [2], electronics [3], and microwave cavities [4],
and to make use of new effects arising from nonlinearity,
viz., the Kerr nonlinearity in optical waveguides [5]. PT
symmetry originates from quantum mechanics and stands for
a combined action of parity and time reversal. Despite the
non-Hermiticity of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians, in a certain
range of parameters entirely real eigenvalue spectra exist
[6]. Due to a formal analogy between quantum mechanics
and electromagnetism, the formulation of PT symmetry has
spread to those systems, leading to the above-mentioned
realizations. However, experimental verification in a genuine
quantum system has not been achieved so far.
In a PT -symmetric system there is a balanced gain and
loss of probability density (or electromagnetic field in analog
systems). According to a proposal in [7] such a quantummechanical system could be realized with a Bose-Einstein
condensate (BEC) in a double-well potential where particles
are injected into one well and removed from the other. Indeed,
it could be shown that the system is ideally suited for a
first experimental observation of PT symmetry in a quantum
system [8]. There is progress in coupling two BECs and at the
same time ejecting particles [9], but an actual realization of
PT symmetry using a BEC is still missing.
On the other hand much theoretical work has been done
on PT -symmetric BECs, including the proof of existence
of stable states of interacting systems [10], a microscopic
treatment based on the Bose-Hubbard model [11], and a
thorough investigation of the dynamics of stable and unstable
regimes [12]. In contrast to injecting and removing particles
from a double-well potential, one could think of a double
well included in a tilted optical lattice, with an incoming
and outgoing transport of particles, a so-called Wannier-Stark
system [13,14]. These incoming and outgoing particle currents
could in principle serve as the necessary currents for realizing
a PT -symmetric system.
In a recent Rapid Communication [15] we followed the
simplest approach to this idea, namely, coupling two additional
wells to the double-well potential (see Fig. 1), and using the
arising currents as a theoretical realization of PT symmetry
in a quantum-mechanical system. We showed that for a
1050-2947/2014/90(3)/033630(11)

specific time-dependent choice of the well depths and coupling
strengths of the additional wells, the inner wells behave exactly
as the wells of a PT -symmetric two-well system, thus serving
as a possible experimental realization.
It is the purpose of this paper to investigate our approach
more deeply, especially for the case of interacting atoms, and
to formulate a more accurate method to confirm the results. In
Sec. II we derive the few-mode model or discrete nonlinear
Schrödinger equation (DNLSE) from the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation (GPE) using a simple variational ansatz, where each
well is populated by a single time-independent Gaussian
function. The results are applied in Sec. III to show that
a Hermitian four-mode model can be chosen such that the
middle wells behave exactly as the wells of the PT -symmetric
two-mode model. This is exemplified for some parameters.
In Sec. IV we use an extended variational ansatz for the
realization of PT symmetry. Still one Gaussian function per
well is used, but each Gaussian function is fully dynamical
in its parameters, thus giving a more accurate description of
the system. The method is compared with the simple Gaussian
ansatz. In Sec. V we conclude our work.

II. FROM THE GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION
TO A FEW-MODE MODEL

In this section we apply the steps that lead from the GPE,
which describes the dynamics of a BEC at absolute zero
temperature, to a DNLSE or few-mode model. First we present
our ansatz and calculate the necessary integrals. To derive the
equations of motion (EOMs) in a Schrödinger form we use the
method of symmetric orthogonalization. In Sec. III the results
are used and applied to different scenarios.

A. Simplified variational ansatz

We start with the well-known GPE


2
 + V (r) + g|ψ(r,t)|2 ψ(r,t).
i∂t ψ(r,t) = −
2m

(1)

The interaction strength is given by g = 4π 2 N a/m with the
s-wave scattering length a and particle number N . For the
external multiwell potential V (r) we use a Gaussian profile
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given by the integrals (see Sec. II B for their explicit
calculation)

tunneling
V (x)

V (x)

Klk = g l |g k ,

(6a)

Hlk = g |Ĥ |g .
l

(a)

ψ(x)

ψ(x)

(b)

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Two-mode model with an imaginary
potential V , where—in this case—particles are removed from the left
well and injected into the right. (b) Such a system could be realized
by coupling two additional wells to the system, where the tunneling
currents to and from the outer wells are used as an implementation
of the imaginary potential. The outer wells act as (limited) particle
reservoirs and have to be chosen as time dependent.

k

(6b)

Our aim is to derive EOMs for the amplitudes in a
Schrödinger form, ie., i ḋ eff = Heff d eff , with possibly modified amplitudes and matrix elements. Equation (5) would be
of that form if K were proportional to the identity matrix.
Since the Gaussian functions g k are nonorthogonal this is
not the case. For that reason, we perform a symmetric
orthogonalization in Sec. II C.
B. Evaluation of the integrals

for each well,
2 


Nw

2 z − szk
2x 2
2y 2
k
,
V (r) =
V exp − 2 − 2 −
wx
wy
wz2
k=1

(2)

with a total number of Nw wells. Each well k has the potential
depth V k < 0 and is displaced along the z-direction by szk .
Such a potential could, e. g., be created experimentally by the
method presented in [16].
There is various work on how to transform the GPE (1)
into a DNLSE [17,18] by integrating out the spatial degrees of
freedom. In general, an ansatz of the form

ψ(r,t) =
d k (t)g k (r)
(3)

The integrals occurring in Eqs. (6) are solely based on the
Gaussian integral
 ∞
 ∞
∂n
2
n −Ax 2 +px
dx x e
=
dx e−Ax +px
n
∂p −∞
−∞

∂ n π p2 /4A
e
=
, Re A > 0. (7)
∂pn A
For convenience we define the abbreviations
 l ∗
k
Akl
α = Aα + Aα , α = x,y,z,
 ∗ kl
καkl = Akα Alα
Aα ,

is used, where d k (t) is the (complex) amplitude and g k (r)
the localized wave function in well k. Usually, a set of
Wannier functions is applied [19]. In this work (Sec. III),
we use a single Gaussian function for each well. With this
ansatz we can derive analytical formulas for the matrix
elements of the DNLSE or few-mode model, and thus
open an easy way to actually compute the localized wave
functions by a simple energy minimization process. In Sec. IV
we extend the variational ansatz to obtain more accurate
results.
The simplified variational ansatz is given by the superposition of NG Gaussian functions, one for each well, Nw = NG ,
with
g k (r) = e−Ax x

k 2

−Aky y 2 −Akz (z−qzk )2

.

(4)

The parameters Akx ,Aky ,Akz ∈ R describe the width of each
Gaussian function in each direction, and qzk ∈ R the displacement along the z direction. We treat these parameters in this
section as time independent. The time dependence of the wave
function comes from the amplitude d k (t) in Eq. (3).
We insert ansatz (3) into the GPE i∂t ψ = Ĥ ψ, multiply
from the left with (g l )∗ , and integrate over R3 . Then, we are
left with
iK ḋ = Hd.

2
Akl
α wα
,
2
Akl
α wα + 2

βαkl =

k

l 2

(8d)

The integrals of K can now easily be calculated with Eq. (7)
for the case n = 0; the result is

Klk =

π
Akl
x

π
Akl
y



π kl
c .
Akl
z

(9)

For the calculation of the Hamiltonian matrix H, we separate
it into a kinetic term T, an external potential term V, and an
interaction term W.
For the kinetic term we need integrals of the form shown in
Eq. (7) with n = 2 and we obtain
2
 2 
Tlk = Klk κxkl + κykl + κzkl − 2 κzkl qzk − qzl .

(10)

To calculate the integrals necessary for the external potential,
the parameters A and p in Eq. (7) are shifted by the parameters
of the external potential. The result is

Vm
Vlk = Klk βxkl βykl βzkl
m

× exp −

(5)

Here, the amplitudes d are written as a vector d =
(d 1 , . . . ,d NG )T ∈ CNG . The matrix K describes the overlap, and H the Hamiltonian matrix elements. They are

k

(8b)
(8c)

ckl = e−κz (qz −qz ) .
kl

(8a)

k

2

Akz

 m
  ∗ 
 2
sz − qzk + Alz szm − qzl


. (11)
kl 2
Akl
z Az wz + 2

Since the operator of the interaction potential W is nonlinear,
its matrix elements depend on the amplitudes d k . With the
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(12)

i,j

where we defined the four-rank tensor

π
π
π
4π 2 N a
W̃lkj i =
ij
kl
ij
kl
ij kl
m
Ax
Ay
Az
 j ∗ 
 ∗ 
2 

j 2
Aiz Az qzi −qz + Aiz Alz qzi −qzl
× exp −
ij kl
Az
 j ∗ 
 ∗ 
2 

j 2
Ak Az qzk −qz + Akz Alz qzk −qzl
× exp − z
ij kl
Az

2  j ∗  ∗  j
2 

Aiz Akz qzi − qzk + Az Alz qz −qzl
× exp −
ij kl
Az
(13)
and the new abbreviations
Aijα kl = Aijα + Akl
α , α = x,y,z.

(14)

We calculated all necessary integrals for setting up the
EOMs (5), which are not of the form of a Schrödinger
equation (cf. Sec. II A). To achieve this, we now transform the
EOMs into a Schrödinger form with the method of symmetric
orthogonalization [20]: Since K is Hermitian there exists a
unitary transformation U such that D = UKU† is diagonal
with real entries. Then we can construct the Hermitian matrix
(15)

This matrix has the properties that XKX = 1, and furthermore,
if H is Hermitian, so is XHX. Now, we can use this matrix to
transform Eq. (5) to
i(XKX)(X−1 ḋ) = (XHX)(X−1 d).

(16)

With the definitions d eff = X−1 d and Heff = XHX and the
above property of X, we arrive at the EOM for d eff in
Schrödinger form,
i ḋ eff = Heff d eff

(17)

with a Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix Heff (if H is Hermitian).
We note that the normalization condition for the wave function
ψ transforms as

!
1 = d 3 r|ψ|2 = d † Kd = (X−1 d)† (XKX)(X−1 d)
†

= d eff d eff .

and


Klk(1) =

π
Akl
x

π
Akl
y



π kl
c (δk,l+1 + δk+1,l ),
Akl
z

(20)

where Akα,R = Re Akα , and—for later use—Akα,I = Im Akα .
Using this expansion, we calculate the zeroth order of X by
the requirement X(0) K(0) X(0) = 1. We obtain
 3/4
2
(0)
4
Xlk
=
Akx,R Aky,R Akz,R δkl .
(21)
π
To calculate the first order we start with

C. Symmetric orthogonalization

X = U† D−1/2 U.

obtain analytical and simple approximate expressions for X
and Heff .
The structure of the matrix elements Klk [see Eq. (9)]
allows for a natural approximation since the function ckl drops
exponentially with increasing distance apart of the wells,
|k − l|. We say a term is of order n when |k − l| = n. As
an approximation we consider terms only up to order n = 1.
Hence, we have K = K(0) + K(1) with
 3/2
δkl
π

Klk(0) =
(19)
2
k
Ax,R Aky,R Akz,R

(X(0) + X(1) )(K(0) + K(1) )(X(0) + X(1) ) = 1,

ignore second-order terms, insert the known quantities, and
solve for X(1) , which yields
 3/4
ckl
8
(1)
  (δk,l+1 + δk+1,l )
Xlk = −

π
Akl
Akl
Akl
x
y
z

Akx,R Aky,R Akz,R Alx,R Aly,R Alz,R

×
.
(23)
4
Akx,R Aky,R Akz,R + 4 Alx,R Aly,R Alz,R
Now we are able to calculate analytical approximations for
the transformed Hamiltonian Heff . We observe that for the
linear parts, i.e., the kinetic and external potential parts, the
matrix elements of H are proportional to K, so we can write
lin
Hlklin = Klk hlin
lk [cf. Eqs. (10) and (11)]. Thus, the orders of H
are given by the orders of K. Therefore, for the zeroth-order
transformed Hamiltonian we obtain
 (0)
lin,(0)
(0) (0) lin
=
Xlm Kmn
Xnk hmn = hlin
(24)
Heff,lk
kk δkl .
m,n

The zeroth order contributes to the linear diagonal elements of
lin
Hlin
eff , so they can be identified with the on-site energy Ek = hkk .
With Eqs. (10) and (11) we can write

(18)

D. Application of symmetric orthogonalization and
nearest-neighbor approximation

By means of symmetric orthogonalization we can transform
the EOM (5) into a Schrödinger form since we know K
analytically. Without any further approximations the analytical
expressions can become quite complicated. At this point,
we introduce as usual the nearest-neighbor approximation to

(22)

Ek =


2  k
Ax,R + Aky,R + Akz,R + V k βxkk βykk βzkk
2m
2
 2 
(25)
× exp −2 βzkk szk − qzk /wz2 ,

where we considered only the term with m = k in the sum in
Eq. (11) to be consistent with the zeroth order.
The first-order terms of Hlin
eff are given by the first-order
terms of the expression
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which gives, after inserting all known quantities,

Akx,R Aky,R Akz,R Alx,R Aly,R Alz,R
√
lin,(1)

Heff,lk = −2 2 
4
Akx,R Aky,R Akz,R + 4 Alx,R Aly,R Alz,R
⎛
⎞
E
−
h
−
h
E
k
lk
l
lk
⎠
× ⎝
+
k
k
k
l
l
l
4
4
Ax,R Ay,R Az,R
Ax,R Ay,R Az,R
×



ckl
 
δk,l+1 + δk+1,l .
kl
kl
kl
Ax Ay Az

initial condition with

1  l ∗ k
(d l )∗ (Tlk + Vlk )d k +
(d ) d Wlkj i (d j )∗ d i .
EMF =
2
k,l
i,j,k,l
(32)

(27)

These elements can be identified as the tunneling elements of
lin,(1)
the few-mode model, i.e., Jlk = −Heff,lk
, since they are the
super- and subdiagonal entries. The quantity hlin
lk is given by
Eqs. (10) and (11), where in vlk we consider only nearestneighbor contributions,
vlk = βxkl βykl βzkl

× V k exp
+ V l exp

 k
  ∗ 
 2
sz − qzk + Alz szk − qzl
2


−
kl 2
Akl
z Az wz + 2



∗ 
 2 
2 Akz szl − qzk + Alz szl − qzl


−
.
kl 2
Akl
z Az wz + 2
Akz

(28)
So far we have calculated the matrix elements of the linear
transformed Hamiltonian Hlin
eff . We now turn our attention to
the interaction part. Since the operator W is nonlinear and
depends on the amplitudes d k , they must be transformed, too.
For the transformed operator, we obtain


p ∗ 
q 
Weff,lk =
Xlm W̃mnj i Xnk Xjp deff Xiq deff
i,j,m,n,p,q

=

 

p,q i,j,m,n



 p ∗ q
Xlm Xpj W̃mnj i Xnk Xiq deff deff .


For this minimization, all parameters Akα , qzk , and d k have to be
varied with the norm constraint (18), which is computationally
much cheaper than a grid calculation. The results of this section
could also be used to calculate the parameters of the BoseHubbard model.
Now that we have all the matrix elements, we can begin
our actual investigation of a realization of a non-Hermitian
system, first by means of few-mode models. In the following
we will adopt the usual notation and write for the discrete wave
function ψk instead of d k .
III. FEW-MODE MODELS
A. Equivalence of the two- and four-mode models

We now return to the idea mentioned in the Introduction
and sketched in Fig. 1, i.e., the embedding of a non-Hermitian
double well in a closed four-well structure. Before analyzing
the possibility of realizing a non-Hermitian system with a
Hermitian model, we discuss the basic properties of the nonHermitian two-mode model, which is given by


−J12
E1 + c1 |ψ1 |2
(33)
H2 =
−J12
E2 + c2 |ψ2 |2
with complex on-site energies Ek ∈ C, which make the
Hamiltonian non-Hermitian. This system has intensively been
investigated in [21]. The time derivatives of the observables,
that is, particle number nk = ψk∗ ψk and particle current jkl =
iJkl (ψk ψl∗ − ψk∗ ψl ), can be easily calculated, which gives
(with  = 1)

(29)



≡W̃eff,lkpq

For the interaction term, we consider only on-site elements,
i.e., elements with i = j = k = l in W̃lkj i , since mainly these
terms contribute to the interaction part. For the transformed
four-rank tensor, we then obtain
42 N a  k
W̃eff,kkkk = √
Ax,R Aky,R Akz,R .
(30)
πm
These elements are the nonlinear coupling constants ck =
W̃eff,kkkk . The whole action of the transformed Hamiltonian
then reads
Weff,lk = ck |d k |2 δkl .

(31)

We have all necessary matrix elements in nearest-neighbor
approximation. Using this knowledge we can calculate these
elements from the Gaussian variational approach, or—vice
versa—determine the parameters of the realistic potential (2)
by knowing the matrix elements. As an application this is
done in Sec. III. The parameters Akα and qzk can be computed
by minimizing the mean-field energy of the system for a given

∂t n1 = −j12 + 2n1 Im E1 ,

(34a)

∂t n2 = j12 + 2n2 Im E2 ,

(34b)

∂t j12 =

2
2J12
(n1

− n2 ) + (Im E1 + Im E2 )j12

+ J12 (Re E1 − Re E2 + c1 n1 − c2 n2 )C12 ,

(34c)

∂t C12 = (Im E1 + Im E2 )C12
− (Re E1 − Re E2 + c1 n1 − c2 n2 )j˜12 ,

(34d)

where we defined Ckl = ψk ψl + ψk∗ ψl∗ and j˜kl = i(ψk ψl∗ −
ψk∗ ψl ) = j12 /J12 . In Eqs. (34a) and (34b) we see that the
imaginary parts of the on-site energies act as additional
sources or sinks for the particle flow, and the quantities
je1 = 2n1 Im E1 and je2 = −2n2 Im E2 can be identified as
currents to and from the environment; thus, this Hamiltonian
describes an open quantum system.
The general solutions for the nonlinear model (33) are
calculated in [21]. For convenience we discuss only the results
of the linear, i.e., noninteracting, case (c1 = c2 = 0). Then the
eigenvalues are given by

E1 + E2
(E1 − E2 )2
2
+
E± =
± J12
.
(35)
2
2
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The requirement for PT symmetry leads to the condition E1 =
E2∗ , which is for instance fulfilled by E1 = i and E2 = −i ,
a situation√
with balanced gain and loss. Then the eigenvalues
2
− 2 . For < J12 they are real, whereas for
are E± = J12
> J12 the PT symmetry is broken and the eigenvalues are
purely imaginary.
It is now our main purpose to investigate whether the
behavior of the non-Hermitian two-mode model (33) can be
described by a Hermitian four-mode model, which is given by
⎛
⎞
E0 (t)
−J01 (t)
0
0
⎜−J (t)
E1
−J12
0 ⎟
⎜ 01
⎟
H4 (t) = ⎜
⎟
⎝ 0
−J12
E2
−J23 (t)⎠
0
0
−J23 (t)
E3 (t)
+ diag(c0 |ψ0 | ,c1 |ψ1 | ,c2 |ψ2 | ,c3 |ψ3 | ).
2

2

2

2

∂t n1 = j01 − j12 ,

(37a)

∂t n2 = j12 − j23 ,

(37b)

∂t j12 =
∂t C12

J01 (t) = dC13 (t), J23 (t) = dC02 (t),

2
(n0 − n1 ) + J01 J12 C02
∂t j01 = (∂t J01 )j˜01 + 2J01
!

tar
+ J01 (E0 − E1 + c0 n0 − c1 n1 )C01 = ∂t j01
, (41a)
2
(n2 − n3 ) − J23 J12 C13
∂t j23 = (∂t J23 )j˜23 + 2J23
!

tar
+J23 (E2 − E3 + c2 n2 − c3 n3 )C23 = ∂t j23
, (41b)

with the target currents determined by Eqs. (39a) and (39b).
The time derivatives of the tunneling elements J01 and J23 are
given by
∂t J01 = d∂t C13
= d(J01 j˜03 + J12 j˜23 − J23 j˜12 )
+ d(E3 − E1 + c3 n3 − c1 n1 )j˜13 ,

+ d(E2 − E0 + c2 n2 − c0 n0 )j˜02 .

(37d)
Comparing with Eqs. (34) we find that for the two-mode
model the following condition must hold:
Im E1 = − Im E2 ⇒ E1 = E2∗ .

with the entries
tar
v0 = ∂t j01
/d − J12 j˜23 − d(C13 j˜03 − C02 j˜12 )j˜01
2
− 2dC13
(n0 − n1 ) − J12 C02 C13
− (c3 n3 − c1 n1 )j˜01 j˜13 − (c0 n0 − c1 n1 )C01 C13 , (44a)
tar
/d + J12 j˜01 − d(C13 j˜12 − C02 j˜03 )j˜23
v3 = ∂t j23

This means that only the PT -symmetric two-mode model, as
discussed above, may be simulated by the four-mode model.
From now on we write E1 = i and E2 = −i with ∈ R.
Furthermore, the real parts of the on-site energies E1 and E2
and the coupling element J12 have to agree between the two
models. We are then left with the following conditions:
(39a)

j23 = 2 n2 ,

(39b)

0 = J01 C02 − J23 C13 ,
0 = J01 j˜02 − J23 j˜13 .

(39c)
(39d)

To summarize at this point, if these conditions are fulfilled
at every time, the two middle wells of the Hermitian four-mode
model behave exactly as the wells of the PT -symmetric twomode model. These four conditions seem to be independent,
but we shall see in Appendix A that Eq. (39d) follows if
Eqs. (39a)–(39c) are fulfilled.
We now have to make clear that these conditions can
indeed be fulfilled by giving suitable time dependencies to
the elements of the four-mode Hamiltonian. Equation (39c)

(42b)

Inserting these into Eqs. (41), the on-site energies E0 and
E3 are determined by a linear set of equations,
   

E0
v
j˜01 j˜13
C01 C13
= 0 ,
(43)
v3
−j˜02 j˜23 −C02 C23 E3

(38)

j01 = 2 n1 ,

(42a)

∂t J23 = d∂t C02
= d(J01 j˜12 − J12 j˜01 − J23 j˜03 )

− n2 ) − J12 (J01 C02 − J23 C13 )

(37c)
+ J12 (E1 − E2 + c1 n1 − c2 n2 )C12 ,
˜
˜
˜
= J01 j02 − J23 j13 − (E1 − E2 + c1 n1 − c2 n2 )j12 .

(40)

where d = 0 is a real, time-independent quantity. The tunneling elements are then time dependent. With J01 and J23
determined there are no free parameters left to fulfill Eqs. (39a)
and (39b). Instead, we can set the time derivatives of these
equations with the help of the remaining on-site energies E0
and E3 . We calculate the time derivatives of j01 and j23 using
the Schrödinger equation, which yields

(36)

Two additional wells are coupled to the system; they act as a
particle reservoir for the inner wells. The on-site energies and
tunneling elements of the outer wells may be time dependent.
Since this model is Hermitian, the on-site energies are real,
Ek ∈ R.
To derive a relationship between the two- and four-mode
models we calculate the time derivatives of the same observables as in the two-mode model, which yields

2
2J12
(n1

can simply be fulfilled by choosing

2
− 2dC02
(n2 − n3 ) + J12 C02 C13
− (c2 n2 − c0 n0 )j˜02 j˜23 − (c2 n2 − c3 n3 )C02 C23 , (44b)

where we set E1 = E2 = 0, since—as discussed above—the
real parts of these elements have to agree between the twoand four-mode models.
We have to note that by means of the on-site energies E0
and E3 we do not fix the currents, but their time derivatives.
For this reason the initial probabilities and currents have to
be chosen such that they fulfill the conditions (39). In the
following section we apply these results to obtain solutions
for different starting conditions.
B. Results

Before presenting our results we give the necessary initial
conditions. We insert the definition of the particle current and
the solutions for the tunneling elements (40) into the two
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Realization of a stationary PT -symmetric
solution within the four-mode model. (a) Particle numbers in well 1
(solid) and well 2 (dashed) both equal to 1/2. (b) Particle numbers
in well 0 (solid) and well 3 (dashed). (c) Particle currents j01 (solid),
j12 (dashed), and j23 (dash-dotted) in units of J12 /. (d) Tunneling
elements J01 (solid), J23 (dashed) and on-site energies E0 (solid), E3
(dashed), in units of J12 .

equations (39a) and (39b) and express everything in terms
of the wave function ψk . We are allowed to choose the global
phase of the initial wave function, so we choose ψ2I = 0. We
assume the real parts ψ0R and ψ3R to be arbitrary but fixed. We
are left with (after simple rearrangement)
ψ3I =
ψ0I =

2dψ0R

,

ψ0R ψ1I
n1
 R R
.
−
R
R
ψ1
2dψ1 ψ1 ψ3 + ψ1I ψ3I

(45a)
(45b)

Now, the wave function ψk fulfills the necessary conditions
and with the time-dependencies of the matrix elements from
Sec. III A we can simulate the PT -symmetric two-mode
model.
First we consider a stationary solution in the noninteracting
case [cf. Eq. (35)] for /J12 = 0.5. Figure 2 shows the
results. As expected the particle numbers in the two middle
wells are both equal and constant in time (with normalization
n1 + n2 = 1), as well as the particle currents. For this reason,
the number of particles decreases (left well) or increases (right
well) linearly, with the slopes ṅ0 = − / and ṅ3 = /,
respectively. The matrix elements of the four-mode model
vary slightly in time. Thus, we have shown that the conditions
(39) can be fulfilled for a finite time.
As a second example√we prepare a nonstationary
solution
√
at t = 0, with ψ1 (0) = 0.6 and ψ2 (0) = 0.4 (see Fig. 3).
In this case the particle numbers in the two middle wells
oscillate in time with a phase difference φ < π leading to a
nonconstant total number of particles, which is a typical feature
of PT -symmetric systems. Since well 0 acts as a particle
reservoir the number of particles decreases and gets close to
zero up to the point where the linear system of equations (43)
cannot be fulfilled anymore (the determinant of the coefficient
matrix equals zero). This shows that the time available for a
simulation of PT symmetry with a reservoir is limited. The
matrix elements in this case show a quasioscillatory behavior.

nk

1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

j01 , j12 , j23 (c)
0

5 10 15 20 25
t (units of h̄/J12 )

Ek , Vk (units of J12 )

(c)

n1 , n2

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

(b)

n3
n0

0
-5
-10
-15

J01 , J23
E0 , E3 (d)
0

5 10 15 20 25
t (units of h̄/J12 )

FIG. 3. (Color online) As Fig. 2, but for oscillatory dynamics.
Additionally, the total number of particles n1 + n2 is plotted as crosses
in (a). As the particle number in the reservoir well 0 decreases and
gets close to zero, the conditions cannot be fulfilled anymore and the
simulation breaks down.

Next, we consider a system with attractive interaction
ci = −1. In such a system it is known that the ground state
changes its stability in an additional bifurcation (for a repulsive
interaction, the excited state changes its stability) [12]. This
phenomenon is highly correlated with the occurrence of
self-trapping states. In our exemplary 2 × 2 system [Eq. (33)]
the ground state is already unstable for the given interaction
strength, so that the ground state with a small perturbation is
expected to collapse. The calculation is shown in Fig. 4. The
particle number n1 increases exponentially, which marks the
beginning of collapse. To support the exponential increase,
the particle number in the reservoir n0 is decreasing exponentially, so that the simulation breaks down after a quite short
time interval. The matrix elements now show a rather complex
time dependency.
As the last example we calculate an experimentally more
realistic scenario. Up to now—as mentioned above—we had
to start with appropriate wave functions in order to obtain
12
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0
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n3

nk
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Ek , Vk (units of J12 )
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12
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0
15
0
-15

J01 , J23
E0 , E 3
(d)
0

1 2 3 4 5
t (units of h̄/J12 )

FIG. 4. (Color online) As Fig. 2, but for the interacting case
(ci = −1), which leads to a collapsing dynamics, indicating a change
of stability. The reservoir empties in a short time domain such that
the time available for PT symmetry is quite short.
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We have applied our results from Sec. III A to different
initial conditions and system parameters and have shown that
it is indeed possible to realize a PT -symmetric system with
a Hermitian four-mode model. In the following section we
investigate this scenario in the framework of the GPE and a
variational ansatz with Gaussian functions. In particular we
verify that the results agree with those from this section.

n3
n0

-55
-60
-65
0.1
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V0
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δ3

IV. VARIATIONAL ANSATZ WITH
GAUSSIAN FUNCTIONS

δ0

A. Variational ansatz and equations of motion

0.0

-0.1

0
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0

100 200 300
t (units of t0 )

FIG. 5. (Color online) As Fig. 2, but for an adiabatic current
ramp ( f /J12 = 0.5, tf /t0 = 60) for realistic parameters of the
external potential. Instead of the matrix elements, in (d) we show
the parameters of the potential; δ k marks the displacement from
equidistant potential wells. There is a total number of particles of
N = 104 . See the text for units.

PT symmetry. This is nearly impossible in an experiment.
To overcome this, we use an adiabatic change of the PT
parameter from zero to its target value. We start at the
ground state of the Hermitian four-mode model (with = 0)
and increase
to its target value f . If this change is
slow enough, we arrive approximately at the PT -symmetric
ground state. The specific time dependence we use is (t) =
f [1 − cos(π t/tf )]/2 for t ∈ [0,tf ].
In the following we simulate a condensate of N = 105
atoms of 87 Rb. We use units based on the potential width
in the z direction, wz , which we set as wz = 1 μm. The basic
unit of energy is E0 = 2 /mwz2 , which yields E0 / h = 116 Hz.
The basic unit of time is t0 = mwz2 / = 1.37 ms. The wells
have widths of wx = wy = 4wz = 4 μm, and are initially
positioned equidistantly with a distance of 1.8wz = 1.8 μm.
The potential depths are given by V 0 = V 3 = −60E0 and
V 1 = V 2 = −45E0 . We use a scattering length of a = 2.83aB
with aB being the Bohr radius.
We calculate the adiabatic ramp for f /J12 = 0.5 and
tf /t0 = 60. The results are shown in Fig. 5. The total particle
number and currents are scaled to a particle number of
N = 105 , the currents are given in units of 1/t0 , and the
potential depths in units of E0 . Instead of the positions of
the potential wells we plot the difference of the position from
its initial value, δ k = szk − szk (t = 0). By means of the relations
derived in Sec. II we can transform from the calculated matrix
elements to the parameters of the external potential.
After a time tf an approximate PT -symmetric state is
obtained. This can be seen by the constant number of particles
in the middle wells, despite increasing and decreasing numbers
in wells 3 and 0, respectively, which is a clear sign of PT
symmetry, also in a possible experiment. The potential depths
of the outer wells have to be adjusted in a simple way; the
positions vary within a few percent of the distance apart of
the wells. This shows that the simple four-mode model can be
used to describe a realistic scenario and to obtain the necessary
parameters of the external potential.

After the simple approach in the previous section we
now investigate the possible realization in the framework
of the GPE with an extended variational ansatz. We use a
superposition of Gaussian functions, where—in contrast to
the simpler approach of Sec. II A—all variational parameters
are considered as time dependent,

k T k
k
k
k
k
ψ=
e−(r−q ) A (r−q )+i p (r−q )−γ .
(46)
k

The matrices Ak = diag(Akx ,Aky ,Akz ) ∈ C3×3 describe the
width of each Gaussian function in each direction, the vectors
q k = (0,0,qzk )T ∈ R3 and pk = (0,0,pzk )T ∈ R3 the position
and momentum, respectively, and the scalar quantities γ k ∈ C
the amplitude and phase. This variational ansatz can describe
a much richer dynamics than the ansatz (4) and thus we expect
more accurate results.
The equations of motion follow from the time-dependent
variational principle in the formulation of McLachlan [22],
which states that the quantity
I = ||iφ − Ĥ ψ||2

(47)

must be minimized with respect to φ and φ = ψ̇ is set
afterwards. Details of the necessary calculation can be found
in Ref. [23], where the ansatz (46) has been used to study the
collision of anisotropic solitons in a BEC. The EOMs are given
by

  

  ∂ψ  ∂ψ 
∂ψ  

(48)
Ĥ ψ ,
i
żk =
∂zl  ∂zk
∂zl  
k
where z = (A1x , . . . ,γ NG )T is the vector of all variational
parameters. Stationary solutions are given by fixed points of
(48), whereas the dynamics can be calculated by integrating
Eq. (48) with a numerical integrator.
In Sec. III we started our considerations by calculating
the time derivatives of the observables. In the case of the
continuous GPE with a non-Hermitian potential this leads to
the modified equation of continuity
ρ̇ + div j = 2ρ Im V ,

(49)

with ρ = |ψ|2 and j = (ψ ∗ ∇ψ − ψ∇ψ ∗ )/2mi. The imaginary part of the potential acts as an additional source or sink for
the probability flow. Instead of adjusting the matrix elements,
we need to adjust the parameters of the external potential.
Since Eq. (49) is given on the whole space R3 , one would
need to change the external potential at every point in space,
which is not manageable, either in theory or in an experiment.
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j01

j23
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z

j12

V = {(x,y,z) | − ∞ < x, y < ∞, zk−1 < z < zk }.
k

T

This yields

(50)




∂t
Vk

d 3r ρ = −

d 3 r div j


=−

Vk

∂V k

d A · j.

−∞

The integral over the z component of j evaluated at zk
represents the current from well k to well k + 1, which we
write as jk,k+1 ; for zk−1 this represents the current from well
k − 1 to well k, jk−1,k . We finally obtain from the continuity
equation
∂t nk = jk−1,k − jk,k+1 ,

6
5
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2
1
0

n0

(b)

V0
V3

(c)

j12
(d)
0

20

40
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80 100
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Adiabatic current ramp calculated with
variational ansatz (lines) and four-mode model (crosses) for the
same system. Shown are (a) particle numbers in the middle wells,
(b) particle numbers in the outer wells, (c) potential depths of the
outer wells in units of E0 , and (d) particle current j12 . There are small
deviations, but overall the four-mode model is a valid approximation
compared to the variational ansatz.

(51)

The integral on the left-hand side can be interpreted as the
number of particles in well k. On the right-hand side we used
Gauss’s theorem. The surface integrals are over a box, where
the areas in the x-z and y-z planes go to infinity. We assume
that the current j also vanishes at infinity, so only the integrals
over the two surfaces in the x-y plane contribute. Thus, we
can write
 ∞
 ∞
∂t nk = −
dx
dy [jz (x,y,zk ) − jz (x,y,zk−1 )]. (52)
−∞

n3

-58
-59
-60
-61
-62

jkl (units of t−1
0 )

To overcome this problem we use the results of Sec. III as a
road map for this continuous system. For that, we separate the
individual wells by walls between two minima of the potential
at positions zk = (szk + szk+1 )/2 for k = 1,2,3, z0 → −∞, and
z4 → ∞ (see Fig. 6). To obtain time derivatives of discrete
observables as in the few-mode model, we integrate the
continuity equation for the Hermitian four-well potential over
a volume

(a)

5500
5000
4500
4000
3500

Vk (units of E0 )

FIG. 6. (Color online) External potential Vext ; the darker, the
deeper the potential. The wells are separated into regions by walls
at positions right in the middle between two minima. The integral
over |ψ|2 in a region k is the particle number nk ; the current through
a wall is denoted by jk,k+1 . See the text for exact definitions. With
this separation we obtain a formulation analogous to the four-mode
model (Sec. III).
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440
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nk
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(53)

where j−1,0 = j3,4 = 0.
Therefore, with Eq. (53) we have an equation analogous to
that for the few-mode model (37). We can use the same method
to realize a PT -symmetric system. At every time step of the
numerical integration of the equations of motion (48) we vary
the parameters of the external potential such that the observables show the desired behavior. This is done via a nonlinear
root search, in contrast to the analytical solutions of Sec. III A.
In Sec. III B we showed that the positions of the outer wells
barely needed to be adjusted. As a simplification we vary only

the depths of the outer wells V 0 and V 3 and demand that the
outer currents j01 and j23 reach the desired values. We are left
with a two-dimensional root search. In the following section
we determine the realization of PT symmetry within the GPE
and compare the results with those of the few-mode model.

B. Results and comparison with few-mode models

We use the variational ansatz to simulate the adiabatic
current ramp of Sec. III B (with the same parameters) for a
BEC in a four-well potential. For simplification, we do not give
a specific value of the PT parameter but a target particle
current of j tar = 5/t0 . Figure 7 shows the results. It is not
k ∗ k
a priori clear whether the quantity nk = (deff
) deff —resulting
from the transformed amplitudes of the simplified variational
approach—can be compared with the integrated probability
density nk of the extended variational approach. We show
in Appendix B that this comparison is indeed possible and
reasonable.
Overall, there is the same qualitative behavior between the
two approaches. The particle number in the middle wells is
slightly underestimated in the four-mode model due to its
origin as an approximation. Because of the fixed positions
of the outer wells for the variational approach, n1 and n2 are
not exactly equal, but the difference is small compared to the
absolute number. We can conclude that we can now also create
an (approximate) PT -symmetric state within the variational
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road map for an investigation of the Bose-Hubbard model and
its many-particle effects.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In Sec. III A we derived four conditions [Eqs. (39)] such
that the Hermitian four-mode model can simulate the PT symmetric two-mode model. However, only three of them are
independent, which will be shown in this appendix. For that,
we need the relations

0.10
0.05
0.00

-2.7 -0.9 0.9 2.7
z (units of wz )

-2.7 -0.9 0.9 2.7
z (units of wz )

FIG. 8. (Color online) Modulus squared of the wave function
|ψ|2 at x,y = 0 for different times t. The amplitudes of the outer parts
increase or decrease, whereas the amplitudes in the middle wells stay
constant, a clear sign of PT symmetry, as also in an experiment.

approach and verify that the results from the four-mode model
are a good approximation.
The variational approach gives us access to the wave
function at each time step (see Fig. 8). As indicated by the
particle numbers in Fig. 7, the amplitudes in the middle wells
stay almost constant, whereas the amplitudes in the outer wells
increase or decrease in time. This could also be measured in
an experiment and could serve as a proof of realized PT
symmetry.
V. CONCLUSION

By means of a simple variational ansatz—with localized
time-independent Gaussian functions—and the method of
symmetric orthogonalization we could transform the GPE
for a multiwell potential to a simple few-mode model. The
parameters of the variational ansatz are obtained by an energy
minimization process in a computationally cheap way. With
the results one can, on the one hand, calculate the elements of
the few-mode model for a specific system, and, on the other,
determine the parameters of the external potential by knowing
the time-dependent matrix elements.
These results are applied to the PT -symmetric two-mode
model and to the Hermitian four-mode model. With this model
we could show that the four-mode model can be designed
in such a way that the middle wells behave exactly as the
two wells of the PT -symmetric two-mode model. Thus,
this Hermitian (closed) system can be used as a possible
realization of a quantum-mechanical PT -symmetric system.
With an extended Gaussian variational ansatz—with full timedependent Gaussian functions, which can describe a much
richer dynamics—we confirmed the qualitative results of the
few-mode model.
In this paper we applied the idea of embedding a two-well
system into a closed system for the simplest case. It is possible
for future work to use a greater embedding which could result
in a simpler time dependence of the additional parameters.
The ideas presented in this paper could also serve as a possible

Cjj j˜ik = Cij j˜j k + j˜ij Cj k ,
Cjj Cik = Cij Cj k − j˜ij j˜j k ,

(A1a)
(A1b)

which can be proved by simply inserting the definitions of
these quantities.
We start with Eqs. (39a) and (39b), insert the solutions (40),
take the square, and use Eqs. (A1). We get
2 ˜ ˜ ˜
4 2
2 ˜2
2 n3 ˜2
j12 j01 j23 − C12
j23 +
j01 + 2 n1 n2 = 0, (A2a)
j˜01
d
n1
d
2 ˜ ˜ ˜
4 2
2 ˜2
2 n0 ˜2
j12 j01 j23 − C12
j23 +
j23 + 2 n1 n2 = 0. (A2b)
j˜01
d
n2
d
Taking the difference yields


n2 n3 ˜
n2 n3 ˜2
2
˜
˜
j01 ⇔ j23 = s3
j01 ,
j23 =
n0 n1
n0 n1

(A3)

where s3 = ±1 gives the sign of j˜23 compared to j˜01 . Inserting
this result into Eq. (A2a) gives a fourth-order polynomial
equation for j˜01 . The result is


j˜01 = s2 2n0 n1 [1 − α + s1 (1 − α)2 − β 2 ],
(A4)
with the definitions
α=



γ
γ
β+
,
2
2

β = s3

d

1
,
√
n0 n3

j˜12
γ = √
.
n1 n2

(A5a)
(A5b)
(A5c)

Using Eqs. (A1) we can find all other quantities j˜kl and Ckl ,
especially those needed for the investigation of the fourth
condition J01 j˜02 − J23 j˜13 = dC13 j˜02 − dC02 j˜23 ,


C02 = s2 sgn d 2n0 n2 [1 − α − s1 (1 − α)2 − β 2 ], (A6a)


C13 = s2 sgn d 2n1 n3 [1 − α − s1 (1 − α)2 − β 2 ], (A6b)


˜
(A6c)
j02 = s6 2n0 n2 [1 + α + s1 (1 − α)2 − β 2 ],


j˜13 = s6 2n1 n3 [1 + α + s1 (1 − α)2 − β 2 ].
(A6d)
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All signs si are determined by the phases of the initial wave
function. We can now calculate the fourth condition and find
J01 j˜02 − J23 j˜13 = 0.

(A7)

Thus, the first three conditions of Eqs. (39) imply the validity
of the fourth one. With the results of the matrix elements
of Sec. III A, namely, J01 , J23 , E0 , and E3 , we find an
exact equivalence of the two- and four-mode models also
for interacting atoms. Furthermore, with the results of this
appendix, we can calculate these matrix elements, once the
quantities n1 , n2 , and j˜12 are known.
APPENDIX B: COMPARISON OF PROBABILITIES FOR
FEW-MODE MODEL AND GAUSSIAN FUNCTIONS

As discussed in Sec. IV B it is not a priori clear whether we
can compare the particle numbers obtained from the four-mode
model and the extended variational approach. In this appendix
we take a closer look at both quantities.
The transformation of the amplitudes from the four-mode
model, resulting from symmetric orthogonalization, is given
by the inverse of the matrix X (cf. Sec. II C),


l
−1 (1) k
(X−1 )(0)
=
(X−1 )lk d k =
(B1)
deff
lk + (X )lk d .
k

The extended variational ansatz is given by

k 2
k 2
k
k 2
k
k
d k e−Ax x −Ay y −Az (z−qz ) +i(z−qz )pz ,
ψ=

with the amplitude d k = exp(−γ k ). The probability density
can then be written as

kl 2
kl 2
kl 2
kl
kl
d k (d l )∗ e−Ax x −Ay y −Az z +i p̃z z−γ̃ ,
(B5)
ρ=
k,l

with the definitions


 ∗
p̃zkl = 2 Akz qzk + Alz qzl + i pzk − pzl ,
 2  ∗  2


γ̃ kl = Akz qzk + Alz qzl + i qzk pzk − qzl pzl .

×

ckl
  (δk,l−1 + δk,l+1 ).
Akl
Akl
Akl
x
y
z

(B2)

The main contribution to the particle number nk =
k ∗ k
) deff is then given by
(deff

1
π3

nk =
|d k |2 ,
(B3)
8 Ak Ak Ak
x,R

y,R

z,R

plus terms involving neighboring amplitudes.
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